The alter ego never consciously 'copies' his original source of inspir-
ation although he is usually no more than promoting a natural implication
which was inherent in the masterpiece in the expression of which he par-
ticipated. If he is a good disciple he is himself an implication of his master.
Maybe for life. But most disciples are a weariness to the future and to
the mastership which sees before very long that he has not inspired them
but is only being used by them as a shield for inconstancy, or vain
exploitation.
To enter sincerely into the spirit of a master, standing loyally by his
side in his work is, so it has always seemed to me who have myself been
such a one, the greatest privilege any novice may ever have.
Education has nothing so precious to offer to youth,
Usonia needs thousands of Taliesins, not one only.
But to go too far with the letter of any master in any implications of his
own work is to insult both the master and the apprentice himself. Both
become a source of grim amusement.
Men of achievement in the Arts and Sciences should continue their
activities by placing themselves where their experience may serve the
oncoming tide of life. But how far should the Alter Ego go with his
apprenticeship? The answer is that all depends upon circumstances and
the Creative Conscience. With that Conscience developed both the novice
and the master are safe and happy in each other. Time is of no essence in
the matter. Apprenticeship may go on five—ten years profitably to both,
perhaps for life. It all depends. The sincere search for FORM can use the
honest alter ego. He can go along. He will be there when form becomes
a matter of fact.
The Creative Conscience then lies in the artist, as in manhood, in him-
self. As the fashioner of form it demands the whole truth or suffers. It
gives the whole truth—or suffers,
\ It is marvellous to stew, like fruit, in one's own juice and then be set
back to simmer for a while.
FELLOWSHIP ASSETS
I.  AN HONEST EGO IN A HEALTHY BODY—GOOD CORRELATION
II.  LOVE OP TRUTH AND NATURE
HI.   SINCERITY AND COURAGE
IV.  ABILITY FOR ACTION
V. THE AESTHETIC SENSE
VI.  APPRECIATION OF WORK AS  IDEA AND IDEA AS  WORK
VII.  FERTILITY OF IMAGINATION
VIII.  CAPACITY FOR FAITH AND  REBELLION
IX.  DISREGARD FOR COMMONPLACE (INORGANIC)  ELEGANCE
3C.  INSTINCTIVE CO-OPERATION
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